Program
10.00-10.30  Welcome coffee (Aula Studio)
10.30-10.40  Opening
10.40-11.00  Fabrizio Mancin, Università di Padova
             50 Years of Chemistry and Beyond
11.00-12.00  Andrew Hamilton, New York University
             Adventures in supramolecular chemistry with Paolo Scrimin as a guide and friend
12.00-12.30  Paolo Tecilla, Università di Trieste
             Supramolecular catalysis: a journey into the reactivity of organized systems
12.30-14.00  Lunch
14.00-14.30  Lucia Pasquato, Università di Trieste
             The way towards artificial proteins
14.30-15.00  Roberto Fiammengo, Università di Verona
             Design and implementation of glycopeptide functionalized gold nanoparticles as diagnostic tools for pancreatic cancer
15.00-15.30  Leonard Prins, Università di Padova
             This is all a chemist needs

Please register your attendance before September, 2nd using this form: https://forms.gle/jbJYUnkLNDgD5jkh8
For information, please contact: fabrizio.mancin@unipd.it or leonard.prins@unipd.it